THANK YOU RON AMITRON; IN WHICHEVER UNIVERSE YOU ARE
The nature of Truth is such that it never changes. It is always available when you
“Go-within”

Ron Amitron was the Ambassador to earth from the
Creation Lightship. His earthly mission completed on 9-62018 and he departed on 9-9-2018.

November 2018
To my brother from another mother:
I extend my eternal gratitude and I honor the many sacrifices
that I am (personally) aware you made for ALL of humanity ….. I will continue to
honor your gift(s) and not take any of it for granted.
Now, let me begin by stating for the record that Ron did not abandon us. He could
not extend his time here as those of you who knew Ron and who were paying
attention, are fully aware.
Ron informed us on several occasions that his mission was supposed to complete
approximately 2008; but there was so much darkness on the planet he kept getting
extensions.
Ron had his personal ‘ascension’ on 12/21/2017 [ he talked about it on the show].
Since then his life became physically very painful for him and he battled daily to
endure the darkness that was surrounding him, but he refused to leave until his
mission was complete. Those of you who came to visit with Ron at the various expos
during that time period can bear witness to this.
There is a reason why true beings of light did not come onto the old earth planet
easily. It was literally too painful for them.
And it is why we, who I now call the survivors of old earth are considered so special.
We are looked upon by many as not being the worst of the worst, but the best of the
best; the strongest of the strong; since only powerful beings could have shifted such
a deeply entrenched ancient darkness.

In or around August of 2018 Ron successfully flipped the switch [the term he used]
and locked us (his frequent flyers) onto the Creation LightShip (CLS) timeline
because earth had successfully reached a point where there was more light than
darkness available on the planet and it was a case of “carpe diem” (he seized the
day) and successfully completed his mission.
On the lightship (Ron informed me) the other light beings considered his mission -a Mission Impossible; because the earth was mired in such a pervasive and ancient
darkness.
Well, he completed his Impossible Mission and we are all the beneficiaries of his
personal sacrifices and intense labor.

With eternal gratitude for safely navigating us through the valleys of shadows, debt
and darkness.

THE ENERGIES THAT RON BROUGHT IN FOR JANUARY 2018
I was prompted to remind you all to reference your (the) 2018 energy chart
of the energies Ron brought up in January.
1. JAN – peaceful, nature energies
2. FEB – slight movement in energies
3. MAR- neutral energies
4. APR- active month; lots happening
5. MAY- low energy
6. JUN – draining energy; slight activity
7. JUL – low energy
8. AUG – OPEN ENERGIES; EARS RINGING
9. SEP – activity
10.OCT – clear vision
11.NOV – active; clear vision
12.DEC – refined; completion

THE FILING CABINETS (your training wheels) ON THE CLS
TIMELINE:
THE FACT IS THAT EVEN THOUGH YOU HAVE ACCESS TO THE INFINITE
POWER OF THE LIGHT, IF YOU DON’T BEGIN TO CONSCIOUSLY USE IT
AND CREATE THE QUALITY OF LIFE YOU DESIRE LIVING; NOTHING
WOULD “APPEAR” TO CHANGE FOR YOU.
We are the anchors / light portals who are holding/anchoring and bringing in the
light energies onto the CLS new earth timeline. --- It is very important that you begin
to create the reality you want to experience.
Before leaving, Ron showed me the CLS “filing cabinet” that are available for us
to store our creations while we “perfect” our creations. He used the concept of
filing cabinets during our transitional period to make it easier for use to manage
our creations.
He said it would be easy for us to enter as well as remove our creations from the
cabinet until such time as we gain mastery over our creations.
Ron simply didn’t want us anchored to an “external device” (the back-packs) that
would prevent us from going within and freely accessing our internal light source
and start creating our individualized life stories.
Those of you who are “feeling” the clearings on the old website is actually feeling
the energy from your back packs that Ron gifted us all with until such time as the
CLS timeline solidified (became grounded) --- which it has. Again, Ron did not
leave any of us without resources. --- remember Ron was the ONLY conduit to safely
reach the LightShip.
Initially, I thought that the filing cabinets had the creations we would experience
but actually they are just there available and waiting for us to fill. There are
countless numbers of them waiting for us to put in our desires wishes and dreams.
Ron gave everyone who ever did clearings with him (special) backpacks with
enough life force energy to last us for the rest of our life. --- the back packs are no
longer necessary as we who are reading this has successfully transitioned onto the
CLS time --- whether or not you ever met or knew of Ron.
Those of us who actually knew Ron simply benefited from the energies earlier.

Free will MUST be respected.
The back pack could be used for you and your family, however, if their energy is
not compatible with the CLS timeline they may not be able to stay on the timeline
mainly because it will be too painful for them.
Negative emotions like Anger, fear, jealousy, lying will take you off the timeline.
You can always clear the emotions and get back on, however the urgency Ron felt
and one of the main reasons for giving us all back packs is that he became aware of
the rapid collapse of the old earth timeline. Actually it has already been removed
from our reality.
He saw many people burning up internally from the increased light that is being
poured into them.
By December we will experience a complete refinement of the energies. Ron said
he felt a sense of “completion” at the time.
I urge you all to start paying close attention to everything around you and see how
you are feeling about it. For me personally I have found my feeling body to be my
best energy gage.
If you didn’t do the feeling body clearing in the past do it now.
How the energy is commanded on the CLS timeline is much easier than on the old
earth as there is no densities to work through.
You can still use the Mind to Heart drop which will take you to the CLS timeline
but don’t do it in fear or desperation. Do it while being conscious as to why you
are doing it. You will begin to perceive when you are on the CLS timeline and
when you are bi-locating. This takes you there immediately and consciously.
Do the shrink wrap if you are ultra sensitive to energies while bi-locating it keeps
you focused.
Do the I now increase my life force energy [after you do the mind to heart] to super
charge your manifestations. Again don’t do it from a place of fear, desperation,
frustration etc as you will not be able to anchor on the CLS timeline. YOUR
MIND MUST BE PEACEFUL.

ALL OF OUR CREATIONS ARE DONE ON THE MENTAL PLANE but we
experience them on the physical plane….that’s why there was such competition for
control of your thoughts on the old earth.
For those of you who have been asking when ascension will occur the answer is
that it already has. All ascension is, is the process of remember who and what you
truly are.
You are not light beings, you are beings of light or beings of infinite intelligence.
You possess all the light=knowledge you can every desire. And it is available to
you as you rise through the dimensions.
You don’t need a guru. You are your own guru. Learn to trust yourself. Trust your
instincts. Trust your awareness.
Stay conscious. Stay mindful. Stay peaceful. Stay grateful. Stay awake and aware.

